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Halo Helmet. For individuals who do not 
need full head coverage. The open top is 
very cool. 5/8” foam surrounds the head at 
the forehead level. It extends to the tem-
poral area on each side of the head and 
the occipital area at the back. The top has 
adjustable crisscross straps for stabilization. 
Adjustable chin strap included. Tan color 
with tan strapping.
9243-29  Small   $207.00
9243-30  Medium   $207.00
9243-31  Large   $207.00
9243-32  X-Large   $207.00

Pink Helmet
Royal Blue 
Helmet Tan Helmet Size

0815-89-811 0815-89-829 0815-89-837 XXS
8082-01-01 8082-01-02 8082-01 XS
8082-02-01 8082-02-02 8082-02 S
8082-03-01 8082-03-02 8082-03 M
8082-04-01 8082-04-02 8082-04 L

$139.35

Soft Shell Helmet. Weighs less than 8 oz. for light-
weight protection. Woven chin strap with snap fastener 
has an adjustable buckle for comfortable fit. Includes one 
set of four Cushion Pads. Latex free.

Danmar offers a variety of comfortable

Measuring Guide for Danmar Helmets
Measure the head circumference around the entire head (A) at 
eyebrow level. Occipital measurement (B) is taken from eyebrow 
level to the back of the head at the point that the helmet is to end. 
Measure the distance over the top of the head (C) to top of ears.

Use the (A) circumference for a guideline (it’s the only measurement 
that CANNOT be larger than the helmet you’re ordering or it will 
not fit on the head). If the B and C measurements are smaller than 
what’s indicated for the size this can be remedied by use of Cushion 
Pads on page 951.
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 Size Halo Soft Shell Full Coverage Soft Shell Hard Shell
 XX-Small — (A): 181⁄4”, (B): 123⁄4”, (C): 81⁄4” — (A): 18”, (B): 121⁄2”, (C): 91⁄4”
 X-Small — (A): 201⁄2”, (B): 14”, (C): 103⁄4” — (A): 191⁄4”, (B): 131⁄4”, (C): 10”
 Small (A) 211⁄2” (A): 211⁄2”, (B): 151⁄4”, (C): 103⁄4” (A): 215⁄8”, (B): 14”, (C): 10” (A): 211⁄2”, (B): 15”, (C): 111⁄2”
 Medium (A) 221⁄4” (A): 221⁄4”, (B): 153⁄4”, (C): 11” (A): 223⁄4”, (B): 151⁄2”, (C): 111⁄2” (A): 22”, (B): 163⁄4”, (C): 121⁄4”
 Large (A) 233⁄4” (A): 231⁄2”, (B): 163⁄4”, (C): 12” (A): 241⁄2”, (B): 161⁄2”, (C): 121⁄4” (A): 233⁄4”, (B): 17”, (C): 131⁄4”
 X-Large (A) 241⁄2” — (A): 251⁄2”, (B): 171⁄4”, (C): 13” (A): 241⁄2”, (B): 161⁄2”, (C): 13”

Full Coverage Soft Shell Helmets. Lightweight foam 
helmet is designed to cover the head, especially the 
temporal cheek area, in addition to the ears and the 
nape of neck. The chin strap is easily adjustable and fea-
tures a snap closure. Choose from three colors.

Blue Pink Tan Description Price
9243-20 0816-27-629 0816-27-587 Small $169.65
9243-21 0816-27-637 0816-27-595 Medium $169.65
9243-22 0816-27-645 0816-27-603 Large $169.65
9243-23 0816-27-652 0816-27-611 X-Large $169.65
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